
KEYNOTE TOPICS:

Paul Miser is a serial intrapreneur with a startup’s soul that is dedicated to bringing 
ideas to life. On stage, he brings his passion for innovation and empowerment to life 
through thoughtfully crafted and curated experiences. As CEO of CHINATOWN 
BUREAU, he oversees their Product Studio and leads their Consulting practice to 
bring leading edge strategies from company to stage. He has quickly become an 
expert on Brand Growth Strategies Through Technology.

A PASSIONATE, HIGH-ENERGY GLOBAL DIGITAL LEADER

HACK YOUR BUSINESS MODEL: THE NEW BRAND GROWTH PLAYBOOK
The biggest problem facing the modern day CMO is giving life to their stalling or failing brands. This problem is 
creating shockwaves through almost every industry. And the hard part is that our trusty brand growth playbook 
of launching an ad campaign doesn’t work anymore.

We need a New Brand Growth Playbook that capitalizes on consumer behavior and our brand stories all enabled 
by technology. The only way to spur brand growth in today’s business environment is to think and act 
differently.

During this data and case study driven presentation, Paul Miser will provide the elements of the New Brand 
Growth Playbook focused on breathing life into stalling and failing brands. The combination of business 
modeling, brand stories, consumer experience and communications powered by technology sets the stage for 
long sought abundance and profitability for our brands.

Throughout and following the presentation, the audience will not only learn the strategies to chart a new future 
but will experience how companies are achieving sustainable brand growth by implementing these strategies.
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STORIES FROM THE DISRUPTORS: THE BRAND-DRIVEN BUSINESS
What do Spotify, Airbnb, Warby Parker, Amazon and Harry’s all have in common? One, they are disruptors the 
have sustained growth. But more importantly, they are Brand-driven Businesses, which can be argued was the 
foundation for their success. Together, we’ll dissect the basic elements of becoming a Brand-driven Business.

During the lively presentation, Paul Miser will take the lessons learned from the sustained disruptors to show 
what it takes to change an organization’s mindset, build a provocative brand promise and story, and a strategy 
to live that story internally at the organization and externally with its consumers. This foundation provides a 
traditional organization with the playbook and methods to begin to think and act differently for sustained growth.

The audience will not only see how organizations were built with this mindset, but gain practical and pragmatic 
insight actions to take back to the office to immediately implement.

http://www.chinatownbureau.com/
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AVAILABLE FOR:
• KEYNOTES
• PANEL DISCUSSIONS
• GENERAL & BREAKOUT SESSIONS
• WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS
• EXECUTIVE COACHING

AS AN EXPERIENCED SPEAKER MISER PROVIDES:

1. INDUSTRY-CHANGING CONTENT
2. CONTAGIOUS PASSION AND ENTHUSIASM
3. POST PRESENTATION CONTENT
4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
5. GROUP ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP

Currently, Miser is the CEO, Founder of CHINATOWN BUREAU, a Digital Product Studio & 
Consultancy focused exclusively on driving brand growth. Powered by our Brand Growth 
Stack, we help our clients establish the foundational strategies for a New Brand Growth 
Playbook to succeed in today's digitally-driven marketplace. We help both Fortune 500 
companies and growth phase startups build brands that succeed in the short term while 
thriving in the long run.

Prior to founding CHINATOWN BUREAU, Miser was a serial intrapreneur in the advertising 
space. He’s built teams and business units surrounding innovative digital marketing, 
always-on brand content publishing, emerging media and innovation, and digital product 
and platform strategy and development. He spent almost 5 years at Hudson Rouge leading 
the digital, mobile, and marketing platforms and experiences team to support the 
rebranding efforts of the Lincoln Motor Company. His success can be seen in several 
award-winning campaigns like Hello, Again Beck 360; Lincoln’s Music Selfie Experiment; 
Aloe Blacc’s Music Uncovered Interactive Video; the Lincoln Way mobile app; and many 
vehicle launch campaigns.

Miser is an active industry speaker and writer. He lives in New York City.
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